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What Could 

Impact the 

Performance 

of a Life 

Insurance 

Policy?

The Insurance Company

Financial strength

Internal charges & expenses

The policy crediting strategy

Stock market

Dividends

Interest rates

The Client

Health

Funding structure

Ownership structure

Beneficiary

Purpose

Estate planning

Business planning

Income protection



There are four main rating agencies for life insurance in the 

United States: 

A.M. Best, S&P, Moody’s, Fitch

What is the current credit rating of the carrier?



What is the current Comdex score of the carrier?



What is the current Comdex score of the carrier?



Universal life insurance lawsuits underscore product risk
Sudden cost increases could cause clients to pay much higher annual premiums — or lapse their policies
By Greg Iacurci |  September 19, 2018 - 4:51 pm EST

“The recent wave of lawsuits, which began cropping up around 2015, have targeted UL policies sold in the 1980s and 1990s, 
experts said. Insurers offered an attractive guaranteed minimum interest rate to policyholders of about 4%-5%, experts said, 
supported by higher interest rates set by the federal government during this period.

But a decade of rock-bottom interest rates in the wake of the financial crisis hurt insurers' profitability, reducing the return on 
bonds underpinning their products.

While UL policies contractually allow insurers to adjust insurance costs up to a maximum rate based on certain factors, plaintiffs 
broadly claim that insurers raised costs to make up for bad bets on interest rates. Insurers claim the increases are warranted, due 
to things such as mortality conditions that increase the frequency of claims they have to pay.”

*Source: https://www.investmentnews.com/article/20180919/FREE/180919910

Has the insurance company increased their internal expenses or 

policy charges?



Has the policy been negatively impacted by a decrease in market 

performance?



Notice the details in the headings



Has the policy been negatively impacted by a decrease in interest 

rates or market performance?  This policy needs actively managed!



What health class did the client receive and could their rating be 

improved?



Has the client deviated from the original funding schedule?

Example: originally scheduled to pay $31,682 to age 100/105



Has the client deviated from the original funding schedule?

Client is no longer making premium payments



Is the ownership structure still relevant?

Client holds the policy in an irrevocable life insurance trust (ILIT) 

but pays the premiums directly to the insurance company instead 

of the trustee paying the premium.

Client has an ILIT, but a family member is the trustee and is not 

sending out the Crummey notices.

Client holds the policy in an ILIT but wants / needs access to the 

cash value.

Does the client still need an ILIT?



Who are the primary and contingent beneficiaries?

Common Issues:

Ex Spouses

Deceased Children

Newlyweds still have parents listed



What was the purpose of the coverage?



Business policy distributed at separation: 

Withdraw cash then move to loan position



Current policy continued: loan interest accrues



1035 exchange to 10 Pay policy with withdrawal up to basis



New policy continued: loan interest accrues



What was the original purpose?

Income protection repurposed to address long term care



Cash value from the 

old policy 1035 

exchanged into a new 

contract focused on 

long term care benefits



Questions?


